
  

 
 

INSTAGRAM TIPS 
 

With around 800 million monthly users posting more than 60 million photos, 
Instagram is a huge and growing platform and is worth looking into if you’re not 
already on it. Especially considering on only 25m businesses use Instagram! 

Below I have listed out some general and specific Instagram tips that have helped 
me and can help to bring more eyeballs to your Instagram account – thus potentially 
increasing your leads.  

 

Some general tips: 

• Instagram is keen to have more small businesses on its platform 
• You can become a massive influencer in your niche – brand ‘you’! 
• Instagram is least spoken about as a strategy/platform for growth 
• Instagram is a fantastic organic marketing strategy, especially for acquiring 

leads using a low cost growth model.  
• Use Instagram Stories to improve engagement and generating leads. Refer 

to below for more info and tips on Instagram Stories. 
• Instagram introduced IGTV (Instagram TV) in June ’18. Whereas before you 

could do 60sec vids, now everyone can do up to 10min video time. 
Eventually, it will be unlimited! 

• IGTV doesn’t allow for any paid advertising. 
• The more active you are on IGTV, the more impact it will have on your feed 
• You can also video call on Instagram 
• Look at your competitors’ followers, look at the top or most recent followers – 

assess if those people are relevant / would be your customers. Are they 
sharing similar content to you? 

• Limit quotes when posting on Instagram 
• The biggest engagement starter is YOU. Every post that has a picture of you 

has the biggest engagement. 
• Analytics – look for top posts (understand what is special about those posts 

that attract the most engagement). It may be a stand-out pic, the type of 
captions used, questions posed, etc. 

• Ask questions & give people 2 choices to improve engagement. For example, 
“are you a cat or dog person?” 

• Partner with influencers for a wider reach 
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Specific Instagram tips: 

 
 

Improving your Profile 
 

1. Profile pic – should be eye catching and used across your social media. 
Should reflect your brand. It should be waist upwards (ideally head and 
shoulders only) 

2. Name – make it as close to your actual name as possible so that is 
searchable.  

3. Username – again, make it searchable by keeping it short and close to 
your name 

4. Bio – what can people expect if they follow you (include keywords), put a 
future state of how people will benefit 

5. Call To Action – with a link to your website. 
6. Create a separate landing page for IG 

 

Your Theme 

1. Aim for consistency, and consistent with your brand 
2. Editing – if using filters, use the same filter across all your pics 
3. Patterns – tiles, checkerboard, etc. 
4. Brand/colours – same thematic colour, white, black& white, pink, etc 

 

Adding a Caption to your Posts 

1. Make it compelling and make it long. 
2. Tell a short story 
3. Personal/inside scoop 
4. Readability i.e. break it up and use emojis to add colour. 
5. Clickable links 
6. This will usually be “click in the link in my bio” 

 

Using Hashtags  

1. People search for content using hashtags. People can also follow 
hashtags. Don’t forget your account needs to be set to public.  

2. Instagram lets you use up to 30 hashtags on a regular post, and up to 10 
hashtags on a Story.  

3. Research the right hashtags. You don’t want to use too many hashtags 
that have more than 750k posts, as your post will likely get lost among all 
the others. Remember to test which hashtags seem to result in the most 
engagement for you. Test and tweak.  

4. Put hashtags in your first comment – not in the post. It looks spammy 
otherwise. 
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5. Come up with an interactive branded hashtag. If you’re looking to create 
instant engagement, interactive hastags are a great way to get it. For 
example, Coca-Cola created #ShareACoke. 

6. Customers can then use the tag to post user-generated content. This 
allows users to search through all posts relating to your brand. Creating a 
hashtag that your company (and other users) can search for is essentially 
free advertising. Every time someone posts a photo using the tag, they’re 
exposing your company to their followers. 

 

Improving Engagement (and increasing likes and followers!) 

1. Post at the right times (and don’t overpost). One of the best ways is to 
post during peak days and hours when your followers are online. 
According to ‘SimplyMeasured’, the best days to post are Mondays and 
Thursdays – and the worst days are Wednesday and Sundays. 

2. Aim to post regularly, at least once a day if possible. 
3. Once you’ve posted, wait 10 mins and go back to your post. Reply to 

comments, like their comments. Ask a further question or continue the 
conversation. You need to stimulate the engagement and spark off the 
algorithm to push your post higher.  

4. Post more Stories, and add stickers, votes, polls and location to increase 
interest and engagement. The more the better! See below for more info 
on Instagram Stories. 

5. Start conversations with Instagram Stories stickers to increase 
engagement. 

6. Engage with similar accounts in your industry and niche every day, i.e. 
like photos or post a comment. 

7. Write longer captions! 

 

Instagram Stories 

• The benefits of Instagram Stories for brands and individuals are truly endless. 
For starters, Stories are displayed at the top of follower timelines where users 
already look daily. 

• Brands can use stories to capture behind-the-scenes insider posts that may 
not be as “high-quality” as regular posts. 

• And you don’t have to worry as much about posting content that aligns with 
the “aesthetic” of your brand or your Instagram page when it comes to Stories. 

• Instagram also makes it easy to experiment with different types of content in 
the Stories feature, like photos, short video, rewind video, live video, or 
Boomerangs. 
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• Boomerangs are GIF-like images that play on a loop. 
 

• You can also tag other accounts in Stories, which is great if you’re 
collaborating with another brand or influencer. 

• Face filters, text, or stickers make it easy to edit images or create fun, eye-
catching visuals. 

 
************************************************************************************************ 
 

For more Instagram tips and dedicated training, join Honlly Barras’ Private 
Members Community for training and support on marketing on Instragram. 
You can join using this link: https://hollybarras.com/insta-tribe 
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